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The Challenge: Drive deeper 
engagement when fans are 
in venue  
You’re already collecting fan data through social 

programs, online ordering, mobile wallet payments, 

your mobile app, and even the POS systems around 

the venue. However, it oftens takes hours or days 

for data to become actionable, resulting in a missed 

opportunity to send personalized offers to fans 

while they’re at the game. SessionM syncs data from 

different channels in real time to create a unified view 

of your fans - giving you the ability to send promotions 

based on actions and what you want them to do next. 

Intelligent push notifications to drive more sales

Set up promotions through text notifications or in-

app notifications while fans are attending an event. 

Remind them to purchase gear of their favorite player 

as they enter the venue, or send them an enticing food 

discount as they walk by the concession stand. 

Impactful on-site campaigns for 

better engagement

Increase engagement by quickly sending out 

promotions or announcements to fans, enticing 

them to purchase food or apparel. For example, you 

execute a campaign during a football game to fans 

with season tickets to receive an exclusive offer 

for 20% off all merchandise. Not only will you drive 

merchandise sales, but fans actually prefer it: 70% 

say that receiving special offers related to food and 

merchandising on their mobile devices would improve 

their experience of the game. Messaging can be 

delivered either through push, within your app, or in 

the activity feed in your app or integrate with your 

current provider. 

Closed loop offers for immediate rewards

Deliver offers fan can redeem within the venue’s POS 

systems creating a two-way benefit: with a direct 

integration between SessionM and your POS system, 

not only will you gain additional behavior to add to 

each profile, but the fan will receive offers based off 

of their personal preferences--even for cash 

paying customers. 
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Executing a loyalty strategy 
to drive ticket sales and 

fan engagement

It’s no secret that consumers don’t go anywhere 

without their smartphones - especially sporting events 

where they can engage on social, check in or read 

the latest team reports. In turn, organizations have 

at-your-fingertips access to fans to drive sales and 

deeper fan engagement. 

However, to deliver personalized offers to fans 

you have to know who they are. A SEAT/Mobile 

Sports Report survey indicated that while 80.8% of 

organizations use a CRM platform, only 34.7% are 

able to leverage it for same-day analysis to trigger 

personalized offers to fans on game day. 

With SessionM, easily unify data from your current 

marketing and data systems into one profile for 

each fan in real-time. With a single view of all of 

their behaviors and preferences across all of your 

engagement points, segment and trigger real time 

promotions based on what they’ve done and what you 

want them to do next with personalized offers. With 

the ability to trigger campaigns in real time, you can 

communicate with fans while they’re in your venue, 

or between seasons when they need a reminder to 

purchase tickets for the upcoming season.  
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USE CASES

Rams drive fan engagement 
in stadium 
The L.A. Rams wanted to develop a  loyalty and 

engagement strategy as they moved to a new city with 

new fans, especially within their app. Through beacon 

technology, the Rams receive data on which fans were 

in attendance for games and team sponsored events. 

Fans are awarded with points for attending games 

or events or being a season ticket holder, increasing 

engagement and driving fans to use the app. Rams 

can send push notifications, campaigns, and keyword 

entries to inform fans of promotions or offers. 

The Challenge: Stay top of mind 

between seasons

When fans are on-premise, they’re completely focused 

on your brand. But engaging with them with the right 

content is crucial to stay top of mind throughout the 

off-season. Without an engaging loyalty strategy, 

teams are missing opportunities between seasons to 

sell tickets and drive more merchandise sales. 

THE SOLUTIONS

Effective marketing campaigns between seasons 

Deploy campaigns based on fan behavior to present 

relevant content to them. If you know your fan’s 

favorite player, you can promote relevant content on 

that player specifically, and weight player content 

higher in the activity feed on your app. Send 

personalized offers for items related to that player to 

redeem online or in-store. 

Sophisticated machine learning with 

personalized offers

SessionM can leverage machine learning algorithms 

to take historical purchase data of your fans and 

calculate the next best offer--from merchandise or up-

selling ticket sales. This allows you to send targeted 

and effective campaigns between seasons, offering 

promotions that will convert. 

Miami Heat executes 
personalized campaigns 
Key fan events that happen on ecommerce platform 

are tracked and added to the fan’s operational profile, 

giving one complete view. The Heat can launch 

targeted campaigns based on actions taken (online, in 

the app, or at the game) or send campaigns between 

seasons to engage fans. Deep reporting provides 

insight into metrics on member demographics and 

activity, real time metrics for loyalty programs and 

campaigns, and also provides them the ability to 

conduct A/B testing on campaigns. With SessionM, the 

Heat can more fully understand their client base and 

engage them with more relevant offers that are more 

likely to convert into sales.

The Challenge: Drive revenue from out of 

state fans

Connecting with fans who aren’t able to visit your 

venue in person is critical for revenue but difficult 

to execute. Sending relevant promotions can be 

challenging and contains different messaging than fans 

who attend games regularly.  

THE SOLUTIONS

Engaging campaigns to non-visitors 

With SessionM, you have the ability to segment users 

based on previous behavior with targeted messaging-

-your in venue fans will receive different messaging 

than your fans who can never make it to the venue. 

For example, international or long distance fans

could have messaging focused around purchasing

e-commerce, merchandise, organizing viewing parties 

or subscriptions to streaming video versus ticket sales 

to in-venue guests.

One platform to increase engagement and drive loyalty
Increase lifetime value and loyalty from your fans by executing highly targeted campaigns with offers that 
convert. With your fan data synced into operational profiles and updated in real time, have the ability to 
execute an engaging and highly personal loyalty program - whether your fans are in your venue or across 
the globe. 




